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 Around 1920, Marsh produced this small photo pamphlet showing the 

development of the Waltham Watch Co. over the preceding 70 years.



Beginnings
 The business that became the Waltham Watch Co. began in the early 1850’s 

as a partnership in Roxbury formed to produce Aaron Dennison’s dream of a 
machine made watch.

 After a short time, the business need a cleaner and more spacious setting and 
moved to Waltham Massachusetts.



Aaron’s Dream
 Swedenborgians

– John Chapman – “Johnny Appleseed”

– Aaron Dennison – “Father of the Machine Made Watch”

 A Utopian Community on the banks of the Charles River



Making an Impact
 This view of a machine room shows the watch factory in operation 

with automatic machines attended by very few employees.

 Each employee could manage a number of machines.



Human Engineering

 Rolling chairs on rails in front of the machines allowed the employee to 

remain seated and slide between the machines in the row.



The First Watches
 No examples exist of the very first attempts by the new company to build a 

watch.

 Dennison designed an 8 day running pocket watch, but it could not be made 
to keep time.

 He hired Nelson Stratton to salvage the design.

 Stratton produced a more standard 30 hour watch that eventually became the 
successful Waltham 1857 model some years later. 

 Dennison continued to be interested in an 8 day watch and hired the Marsh 
Brothers to build a small number of them of their own design.



Changes in Management
 A business slump in 1857 led to the sale of the company to a group of 

investors led by Royal E. Robbins.

 Robbins retained Dennison and  most of the workers, but a number also went 
back to Roxbury with Edward Howard to make the Howard Watch.

 Dennison and Robbins did not get along and after a few years Dennison was 
discharged. 

 Dennison eventually succeeded with the Dennison Watch Case Co. in 
England that outlasted the Waltham Watch Co.

 The changes also produced labor unrest and several of the best workmen left 
in 1859 to start a new company in Nashua New Hampshire.

 After 3 years, the Nashua Watch Co. had run out of money and was 
purchased by the Waltham company.



Social Safety Net
 With all the changes and friction in management, Dennison’s original vision 

remained intact. Waltham built not only watches but a new kind of labor 
community.

 Adams House provided housing for women working in the factory



Adams House Parlor Library
 The Waltham Girls were similar in many ways to the girls employed at the 

mills in Lowell. However, they provided more skilled labor and generally 
were better educated.

 The young ladies could also entertain gentleman callers in the parlor under 
the watchful eye of the house mother.



Safety in the Factory
 Waltham was a pioneer in providing safety features around the operating 

machinery.

 The rolling mill and the punch press are both equipped with guards to make 
it nearly impossible to get hands or clothing in the machinery.



Health Facilities
 From the earliest days Waltham provided on the job health care and hospital 

services to the employees.

The nurse was on duty 

during regular working 

hours with emergency 

rooms for both male and 

female employees.

The company also reserved 

two rooms at the Waltham 

Hospital for the exclusive use 

of employees.



Special Treatment for the Girls
 Even though the girls were treated as skilled workers, they still needed 

support and protection.

 The lunch room provided hot lunches for 150 female employees at a sitting.



Lunch Time at Waltham
 Many more employees went to nearby facilities for lunch than used the lunch 

room.

 Quite a few were able to go home for lunch while many brought lunches to 
eat in one of the factory parks.



A Cool Drink of Water
 A cool drink of water and a place to rest a minute were all part of the social 

climate fostered by Waltham.



A Bright Clean Place toWork
 Most of the girls worked in the assembly of watches although some worked 

in related jobs such as balance timing.



Watches for Ladies
 Most watches for ladies emphasized the case as jewelry, but some had 

mechanisms as accurate as those in men’s watches.



The Ladies’ Maximus
 Waltham called their best railroad watches “Maximus” and also made 

a line of these for women.



The Finest Ladies Watch Ever
 In the early 1990’s Waltham produced the American Watch Co. grade 00 

size ladies watch.

 This is generally conceded to be the finest ladies watch ever made in 

American and probably the finest in the world.



Waltham Today
 The Waltham Company became Waltham Precision 

Instruments and continues as a small defense contractor in 
New Hampshire.

 The factory is home to a number of smaller businesses.

 The watch name is owned internationally by a Japanese family 
that produces very fine watches in Switzerland.

 The North American rights are owned by a branding company 
in New Jersey that imports low grade Chinese watches with 
Waltham marked on them.


